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Magnetoresistance of a domain wall at a submicron junction
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A local magnetoresistance~MR! effect associated with the switching of a coherent spin block confined in a
cross-shaped junction of mesoscopic ferromagnetic NiFe wires was probed with the voltage pads attached
close~,1.5 mm! to the junction. A positive intrinsic MR effect, i.e., an increase in resistance, associated with
local spin noncollinearity, or a 45° domain wall, in a 0.5mm cross was demonstrated while the anisotropic MR
and the Lorentz MR were unambiguously excluded.
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The spin configurations of magnetic domain walls~DW!
in ferromagnets have the same feature of noncollinea
found in antiferromagnetically coupled magnetic multilaye
or magnetic granular systems, both of which display gi
magnetoresistance~GMR!.1 Accordingly, spin-dependen
transport effects associated with the presence of the DW
expected. This idea was explored by Gregget al.2 and a posi-
tive magnetoresistance~MR! effect due to DW scattering
was observed in continuous Co films with regular stripe
mains. Hong and Giordano3 observed discontinuous chang
of the resistance upon sweeping the field in Ni wires. T
was attributed to the nucleation and movement of D
which transverse the wire during magnetization reversal.¨-
digeret al.4 has investigated the effect of the domain wall
the MR in micron size Fe wires with a controlled stripe d
main structure. A negative MR effect was identified at t
temperature where the anisotropic MR~AMR! and Lorentz
MR compensate each other. The negative MR effect of D
was also observed by Ohtaniet al.5 in wires with a ‘‘neck.’’
Several theoretical models6–9 based on new physical mech
nisms have been proposed to explain the experimental ob
vations. Levy and Zhang6 calculated the spin flip, as well a
nonflip scattering present in DW with the same Hamilton
used to explain the GMR effect. The positive MR observ
in continuous Co films was attributed to an admixture of s
states in the presence of the DW. van Hoof8 madeab initio
calculations of the specular electron transmission thro
DW and proposed that the MR effect of the DW is due to
change in the electronic band structure of the ferromag
brought about by spin rotation. Tatara and Fukuyama7 on the
other hand found that the DW contributes to the decohere
of electrons and the nucleation of a wall leads to a decre
of resistance~negative MR! in the weakly localized regime
which occurs at less than about 20 K. More recen
Lyanda-Geller et al.9 discussed the importance of th
electron-electron interaction quantum corrections and uni
sal conductance fluctuations along with weak localization
the electron transport through regions of spatially vary
magnetization, such as domain walls. We can see from
above arguments that there are striking disagreements
tween the different experimental reports as well as betw
the various proposed theoretical models concerning the s
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~22!/14901~4!/$15.00
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the temperature range, and the mechanism causing the
effect. These conflicting theoretical and experimental stud
now call for further observations of the DW MR under co
ditions in which domain structure can be well defined a
both the Lorentz MR and AMR effects excluded.

Nanofabrication of mesoscopic magnets provides a
opportunity to address this spin-dependent electron-trans
effect associated with the local spin noncollinearity, as
domain structure can be controlled by varying the shape
lateral dimensions. In this paper, we have designed and
ricated a simple cross shape wire structure using advan
e-beam lithography. The electric pads were fabricated to
as close as possible to the junction of the crosses to probe
local MR response of regions with controlled spatially var
ing magnetization. The aim was to confine domain walls i
junction of submicron size and to clarify unambiguously t
intrinsic MR effect due to spin noncollinearity.

Continuous films of Au~30 Å!/Ni80Fe20~300 Å!/
GaAs~100! used for the patterning were deposited in
UHV system. The substrate was held at 30 °C during grow
and was then annealed at 120 °C for 30 min to remove
uniaxial anisotropy. The Au/NiFe layer was patterned
electron-beam lithography~JEOL JBX5D2U! operated at 50
KeV and etched by ion beam etching~IBE! with an interme-
diate metallic mask of Al made by a liftoff process. Two se
of mesostructures were fabricated. One is a set of stra
wires with widthw50.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10mm and length
fixed at 200mm, the other one is a set of crosses with tw
wires of the same width joined perpendicularly together. F
ure 1~a! is a scanning electron micrograph~SEM! of a 0.5
mm cross around the junction area. Electrical contacts for
transport measurements were made of Cr~20 nm!/Au~300
nm! patterned bye-beam lithography with careful position
ing. Some of the electrical contacts were extended with la
Al pads for better bonding. As shown in Fig. 1~b!, there are
eight pads connected to each cross sample for MR, as we
Hall-effect measurements. A dc current of 50mA was passed
through both ends of the wires. The voltage probes@as
shown clearly in Fig. 1~a!# were placed very close~;1.5
mm! to the junction for local MR measurements. The ma
netic field was applied in the plane of the samples. The fi
was applied parallel and perpendicular to the current for
R14 901 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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longitudinal MR~LMR! and transverse MR~TMR! measure-
ments, respectively. All the measurements were carried
at room temperature. The domain imaging was carried
with a Nanoscope III using a low stray field tip for magne
force microscopy~MFM!.

The domain structures of both the wires and crosses h
been imaged in zero external field. The images are repro
ible and represent the domain structures of the stable
figurations at minimum magnetic energies. MFM images
NiFe straight wires show that the domain width in the
wires is about 1mm and the submicron wires are in a sing
domain state. The images of the cross samples were colle
rather close to the junction region, which is also chosen
avoid the large voltage pads. The domain structures of
few micron-size structures were found to split into multid
main states with several domain walls across the junc
area. With decreasing wire width, the number of doma
and domain walls formed around the junction decreases.
ures 2~a! and 2~b! are the MFM images of 0.5mm and 1mm
crosses, respectively. A single domain state can be ident
from the absence of contrast in the wire region. The spin
the wire region are aligned along the wire direction due
the strong shape anisotropy. However, the images show
nificant contrast across the junction area with diagonal p
terns visible. This result indicates the confinement of dom
walls around the junction of the crosses.

Micromagnetic calculations have been used to simu
the images observed and to determine the detailed dom
configuration around the junction. The simulated region is
mm310 mm, i.e., the full length of the arms from one side
the other is 10mm. The samples were divided into cub
cells of ~30 nm!3 with exchange constantA51.031026 erg/
cm, and magnetizationMs5923 emu/cm3. We have chosen
the starting condition such that the junction region of ab
333 mm2 is completely random while the initial magnetiz
tion in the middle of the arms are preferentially align
along the wire direction. This is justifiable as in the re
samples with the arms of 100mm in length the strong shap
anisotropy will keep the spin aligned along the wire dire
tion. Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show the simulated MFM image
~corresponding to¹•M )for the 0.5mm and 1mm crosses
around the junction. The detailed magnetization configu
tion is shown in Fig. 3~a!, along with the simulated curren
distribution in Fig. 3~b!. A ‘‘parallel’’ state in which the
spins of the arms on opposite sides of the junction are
ented parallel was found to be the most stable state, while
‘‘antiparallel’’ state ~or ‘‘head to head’’ as described in ou

FIG. 1. ~a! SEM micrograph around the junction area of a 0
mm width cross, and~b! large-scale micrograph showing the ele
trical contact geometry.
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preliminary work10! is a metastable state. Both the simulat
images show a rather similar pattern of a change in cont
across a diagonal line, which agrees well with the key feat
of the MFM images observed. As a further check, in F
2~e! we show a large scale MFM image of a 1mm width and
10 mm length cross structure. The charges observed at
wire ends confirm the simulations. Figure 3~a! shows that the
spin rotates by 45° from the arms to the junction, and all
spins within the junction are aligned approximately along
diagonal direction. The junction can thus be described a
giant coherent spin block~CSB!. A 45° domain wall is
formed between each arm and the junction. The confinem
of a CSB at the junction is due to the reduction of the jun
tion size, which resembles the formation of a single dom
particle.

The conventional sources of MR in these wire structur
namely AMR and Lorentz MR, have been assessed by m
suring the MR effect of the reference samples of strai
wires. The LMR of the multidomain micron size wires
determined by the AMR effect, which is similar to that o
served in multidomain NiFe wires.11 The LMR of the sub-
micron size wires, however, is very small and no MR effe
contributed from the magnetization reversal was seen
shown by the MR curve of a 0.5mm wire in Fig. 4~a!. For a
single domain wire, the magnetizationM is either parallel or
antiparallel to the current directionI and no AMR effect is
expected. As the AMR effect was suppressed in this sin
domain wire, the intrinsic Lorentz MR was seen clearly

FIG. 2. MFM images around the junction area of~a! 0.5 mm,
and ~b! 1 mm crosses, and simulated MFM patterns correspond
to values of¹•M for ~c! 0.5 mm, and~d! 1 mm crosses. A large
scale MFM image from a 1mm cross~the arm length is 10mm! is
included in~e!, which shows the charges at the ends.
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low field with our high-resolution MR measurements. T
resistance of the 0.5mm wire varies linearly with magnetic
field with a very small slope of about 131025 per 100 Oe.
The TMR of both the wires and crosses has also been m
sured. The TMR values@about 1.460.1% ~Ref. 10!# were
found to be approximately independent of the widths and
shape of the samples as expected from the AMR effect.

Figures 4~b! and 4~c! show the LMR of the 0.5mm cross
sample, which suggests the importance of the junction
magnetotransport properties. The magnetic field was sw
between2600 to 600 Oe in Fig. 4~b!. Two striking features
can be seen from this figure:~i! the resistances at points A
B, B8, and D are approximately the same, and~ii ! the curve
shows two jumps, namely B-C, and C8-D in the reversal
magnetization process. When the field is reduced to z
from the saturation, the spins of the vertical arms rotate fr
the horizontal direction at point A to the vertical direction
point B, i.e., along the wire direction, as shown by a sc
matic diagram in Fig. 4~e!. The similar resistance of points A
and B shows that the switching of the vertical arms contr
utes little to the resistance change and the CSB in the ju

FIG. 3. ~a! Detailed domain configurationM around the junc-
tion of the 0.5mm cross from the micromagnetic calculations~the
corresponding¹•M is shown in Fig. 2~c!, and~b! current distribu-
tion calculated using a finite element method. Similar results w
obtained for the 1mm cross.
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tion maintains alignment along the wire. When the rever
field is increased toHC;150 Oe, a first drop in the resis
tance occurs in going from B to C, indicating the switchin
of the CSB close to the diagonal direction. In the field ran
C to C8, the spin block switches between the two diagon
directions. When the field was further increased toHC8
;400 Oe, the spin block undergoes a second switch
tween C8and D, leading to a sharp increase of the resistan

As shown in the straight wires the AMR effect was su
pressed in the arms of the 0.5mm cross and the Lorentz MR
is very small. The MR effect observed in the cross com
mainly from two sources:~a! the AMR effect due to the
switching of the spin block in the junction, and~b! the pos-
sible intrinsic spin-dependent scattering of the electro
propagating through regions of spatially varying magneti
tion, or the so-called domain-wall MR. The resistan
change due to the AMR effect between the configuration
and C can be estimated to be

DR/R5~W/D !AMRFeNicos2~u!, ~1!

whereW50.5mm is the width of the wire andD53.4mm is
the separation of the voltage pads, AMRFeNi521.4% is the
magnitude of the AMR effect of the 0.5mm cross deter-
mined from transverse MR measurements,10 and u is the
angle between the spin and the current. As shown in Fig.~e!
the CSB is expected to be aligned close to the diagonal
rection in C, that isu'45°, which gives a MR value of
21.031023. This is much larger than the observed value
23.060.231024, indicating a significant contribution of a
positive intrinsic MR due to spin dependent scattering of
DW.

e

FIG. 4. The longitudinal MR curves of~a! the 0.5mm straight
wire, ~b! the 0.5 mm cross, and~c! the 0.5 mm cross with the
maximum applied field reduced to about 300 Oe starting from
saturation stateA. ~d!–~f! schematics of the corresponding doma
configurations.
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To account precisely for the AMR contribution and
exclude any Lorentz MR effect, the magnetization proc
was further controlled as shown by the MR curve in F
4~c!. The field was swept between about2300 to 300 Oe
starting from the saturation state A. As the maximum rev
sal field is smaller thanHC8 , the second jump from C8 to D
does not occur in this controlled MR measurement. Wh
the reversal field is reduced to zero, a new configuration8
strikingly different from that of B was created. The CSB
B8is orientated along the diagonal direction correspond
exactly to the detailed spin configuration established by
results of micromagnetic calculations shown in Fig. 3~a!,
which allows us to calculate quantitatively the AMR cont
bution. In addition, any contribution from the Lorentz M
was excluded in zero field.

A numerical calculation of the AMR effect was made b
further considering the current distribution in the samp
Figure 3~b! shows the current density distribution calculat
using finite element method. The AMR was then calcula
as

DR/R5AMRFeNi( cos2~u i !, ~2!

whereu i is the angle between the current and magnetiza
at the unit cell i. The resistance change due to the AM
effect between configurations B and B8 is 26.031024 inte-
grated over a distance between two voltage pads accordin
Eq. ~2!. This value is smaller than that estimated from E
~1! which may be due to the fact that about 20% of curr
flows through the vertical arms and that there is a sm
perpendicular component of the current within the junctio
As the AMR contribution of26.031024 is about twice as
large as the measured value of23.260.231024, we can
thus conclude that the 45° domain wall between the arms
the junction contributes a positive MR with a magnitude
the order of 1024, i.e., the intrinsic spin-dependent scatteri
for the electrons propagating through regions of spatia
varying magnetization leads to an increase of resistance

The positive MR effect due to DW scattering is in agre
ment with the model proposed by Levy and Zhang.6 In their
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model, the same Hamiltonian used to explain the GMR
fect was used to calculate the resistance change due to
presence of the domain wall. The CSB in the junction b
haves like the free layer in a magnetic/nonmagne
magnetic/antiferromagnetic spin valve. The domain confi
ration along either of the wire of the mesoscopic crosses
thus be described as a one-dimensional ‘‘GMR’’ structur

In summary, local magnetotransport measurements
shown to provide a probe of the magnetization process a
ciated with a CSB confined in the submicron junction
mesoscopic NiFe cross-shaped wires. A positive intrin
MR effect associated with local spin noncollinearity, i.e., t
45° wall between the arms and the junction, in a 0.5mm
cross was unambiguously clarified while the contribution
the AMR effect was excluded by considering the detai
domain configuration and the current distribution. The s
cessful confinement of a CSB using a mesoscopic struc
as demonstrated in this work could also open a way to
vestigate magnetic quantum tunneling12 in ferromagnetic
materials, which are of great current interest.

Recently, two new observations of DW scattering we
published. Taniyamaet al.13 reported the observation of
negative MR due to the domain wall in Co submicron zigz
wires, in which a 180° DW was assumed to be created.¨-
diger et al.14 made detailed studies on hcp Co films wi
stripe domains and found that the increase of resistance a
presence of DW~that is positive MR as defined in this pape!
found in a previous study2 is just due to the AMR effect
rather than DW scattering, and any intrinsic effect due
DW of this material is very small.
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